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Abstract—Recognition errors made by automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems may not prevent the development of useful
dialogue applications if the interpretation strategy has an introspection capability for evaluating the reliability of the results. This
paper proposes an interpretation strategy which is particularly
effective when applications are developed with a training corpus
of moderate size. From the lattice of word hypotheses generated
by an ASR system, a short list of conceptual structures is obtained
with a set of finite state machines (FSM). Interpretation or a
rejection decision is then performed by a tree-based strategy.
The nodes of the tree correspond to elaboration-decision units
containing a redundant set of classifiers. A decision tree based and
two large margin classifiers are trained with a development set to
become interpretation knowledge sources. Discriminative training
of the classifiers selects linguistic and confidence-based features
for contributing to a cooperative assessment of the reliability of
an interpretation. Such an assessment leads to the definition of a
limited number of reliability states. The probability that a proposed interpretation is correct is provided by its reliability state
and transmitted to the dialogue manager. Experimental results
are presented for a telephone service application.
Index Terms—Confidence measures, decision strategy, speech
recognition, spoken dialogue systems, spoken language understanding.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N SPOKEN dialogues for telephone applications, interpretation consists in finding instances of conceptual structures
representing knowledge in the domain semantics. Spoken language understanding (SLU) is the process of obtaining interpretations which are structures of semantic constituents. Interpretation is concept recognition and can be seen as a problem-solving
activity based on features extracted from sentences. This type of
problem solving is not necessarily limited to parsing under the
control of a context-free grammar. There are many motivations
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supporting this consideration. Semantic knowledge can be context-sensitive. Given a sentence made of a sequence of words,
it is possible that not all the words in the sequence are relevant
for the expression of concepts in the domain. The same word
can be essential for hypothesizing more than one conceptual
constituent. As opposed to parsing, generation of concept hypotheses can be successful even if a sentence is not completely
generated by a grammar.
In a problem solving perspective, redundant semantic knowledge sources (KS) can be used for improving interpretation accuracy. Each KS represents a different view point for interpretation, considering different words and contexts as essential or
useful for representing a concept. For example, a set of different classifiers, with totally or partially different features, can
be used in conjunction with grammars relating words with conceptual constituents and their structures. Furthermore, successive refinements can be performed in a sequential interpretation
strategy in order to improve accuracy.
Various formalisms have been proposed for describing semantic structures. Essentially they are all based on entities and
relations. Let us call semantic constituent an instance of an entity whose presence can be directly hypothesized by transducers
or classifiers which take only words and parts of speech (POS)
tags as input. These constituents can be combined for obtaining
more complex conceptual structures. A formal theory of composition can be found, for example, in [1]. The theory shows
how compositions of objects into structures are performed using
context-sensitive rules. Some rules represent actions by functions and arguments. Arguments are semantic objects. Description languages like OWL of w3c (www.w3c.org) have been recently introduced to describe such semantic structures.
The focus of this paper is on the detection of semantic constituents and on the evaluation of their reliability. In the attempt
to reduce the effect of recognition errors and knowledge imprecision, a sequential decision strategy is proposed. The strategy
starts with the generation of hypotheses about elementary semantic constituents, also called concept tags, from a lattice of
word hypotheses produced by an automatic speech recognition
(ASR) system. Along the line of solutions proposed in [2], [3]
a finite state machine (FSM) transducer is introduced for translating patterns of words and POS into a concept tag. Details of
this approach are given in [4] and will be briefly summarized in
Section II.
Once an interpretation has been hypothesized, the next step
in the strategy consists of estimating its confidence. Two basic
approaches have been proposed for estimating the confidence
of an interpretation. One computes the posterior probability of
an interpretation from the posterior probabilities, obtained with
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acoustic and language models, of words supporting the interpretation [5]. The other computes a posterior probability from
scores obtained by a set of features related to various levels
in the decoding process, including acoustic, linguistic, and semantic information as well as dialogue context [6]–[9].
The confidence estimation process proposed in this paper for
the validation of semantic hypotheses is based on a sequential
strategy. It is represented by a decision tree whose nodes are decision units. At the root of the tree, decision is made based on
a semantic confidence established by the agreement of a redundant set of classifiers trained for confirming the hypotheses generated by FSMs. Classifiers and FSMs evaluate interpretations
from different view points. In general, classifiers are trained
from labeled examples and make decisions based on features
which are automatically selected, while devices using FSMs, essentially evaluate word sequences using prior linguistic knowledge.
In contrast to the use of classifiers for semantic chunking [10],
in the approach proposed here, automatically trained classifiers
are used to validate concept tag hypotheses generated with conceptual language models (LMs). In contrast with [11], the semantic confidence for a concept tag is not obtained by composing confidences of words, but by a direct, multiple-view,
global evaluation of the presence of a concept in a sentence.
For many SLU applications, it is not essential to compute the
probability of an interpretation, but to find conditions for which
what is found is highly likely to be correct. The dialogue strategy
may decide to ask the user for a confirmation or a clarification,
depending on whether or not the correctness probability is high.
A reliability state depending on conditions on confidence indicators is assigned to each concept hypothesis. The number of reliability states is deliberately small in order to guarantee that accurate correctness probabilities can be estimated for each state.
After presenting some related work on confidence measures
in Section III, Section IV describes this general strategy. The
classifiers used in this study as well as the confidence features
are presented in Section V. The decision strategy is evaluated on
a telephone service corpus provided by France Telecom R&D.
These experiments are detailed in Section VI. Finally, an error
correction and rejection strategy is presented in Section VII.

II. GENERATION OF A STRUCTURED -BEST
LIST OF CONCEPTUAL INTERPRETATIONS
Interpretation starts with a translation process in which
stochastic LMs are implemented by FSMs which output labels for semantic constituents. These semantic constituents
belong to a small set of major ontological categories (such as
thing, event, state, action, place, path, property, amount, ). In this paper, these semantic constituents
are called concept tags and are noted . To each concept
supporting the concept
tag is attached the word string
and from which the concept value (e.g., date or numerical
information) can be extracted. For example, to the concan be associated the word
cept tag
``
string
(Opera subway station) which leads to the concept value
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METRO:OPERA. The interpretation of an utterance conconcepts is represented by both a concept tag
taining
) and the corresponding
sequence (noted
concept word string sequence supporting each tag (noted
). Notice that supports of different
tags may share some words.
There is an FSM for each elementary conceptual constituent.
Each FSM implements a finite-state approximation of a natural
language grammar. These FSMs are transducers that take words
at the input and output the concept tag conveyed by the accepted
phrase. Their definitions depend on the dialogue strategy. FSMs
can be either related to dialogue management (confirmation,
contestation, ) or to the application domain (location, date,
). They can be manually written for domain-independent conceptual constituents (e.g., dates or amounts), or data-induced
when enough training data is available. All these transducers
,
are grouped together into a single transducer, called
which is the union of all of them.
An interpretation activity leading to the output of an -best
list of concept sequences is presented in detail in [4] and can be
summarized as follows.
of word
• A first ASR module generates a word graph
hypotheses by means of a generalist LM.
is composed with the transducer
and the re•
(a path in
sult of this composition is the transducer
is either a word string if one keeps only the input
symbols or a concept tag string if one considers the output
symbols of the transducer).
• The -best list of concept tag sequences
is obtained by enumerating the -best paths on the output
.
symbols of
• To each sequence
is attached a word graph
which
that output .
is the set of paths in
, one obtains the
• By enumerating the -best paths in
(with
) supporting .
best word strings
• All the filler words (words that do not belong to the support
of any concept tag) are removed from the word strings
in order to produce the
concept word string se.
quences supporting
• Finally, only the
(with
) unique concept word
string sequences are kept (the word strings differing only
because of filler words are grouped together).
All the operations presented on the FSMs are made with the
AT&T FSM toolkit [12].
The result of the translation process is a Structured N-Best list
. The information is structured
of interpretations called
according to three levels:
1) first level: the -best list of concept tag sequences
;
2) second level: the -best list of concept word string sefor each interpretation ;
quences
3) third level: the best word string
found in
for each
.
concept word string sequence
is scored with the posterior probaEach element of
bility of the conceptual hypothesis given the acoustic observations.
can be seen as an abstraction of all the possible interpretations of an utterance, a simple example is given in Table I
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF STRUCTURED n-BEST LIST S
OBTAINED ON A WORD GRAPH CORRESPONDING TO
THE UTTERANCE: pas loin du métro Opéra (not far from the Opera subway station)

for the utterance pas loin du métro Opéra (not far from the
Opera subway station) with the following concept tags: NEAR,
LOCATION, and MONEY.
III. RELATED WORK ON CONFIDENCE MEASURES
AND DECISION STRATEGY
Estimating the confidence of an interpretation raises several
issues: choosing the span of the confidence measures (word,
conceptual constituent or utterance), defining the set of features
involved in the confidence estimation, combining efficiently the
different features, and choosing a decision strategy that takes
into account all the features obtained.
For example, the problem of using recognition confidence
scoring for speech understanding has been investigated and a
discussion on sentence and word level features can be found in
[13]. In [14], two confidence measures are introduced for ASR
output. A measure for content words is defined as the sum of
posterior probability of sentences in an -best list containing
the word. A measure for a concept category is also introduced
as the sum of the products of sentence posterior probabilities
times a normalized inverse document frequency on the content
words in the sentences in the -best list containing the concept.
In spoken dialogue systems, it is important to use confidence
measures that integrate information related to the whole dialogue context rather than just having features based only on
acoustic and language model cues. The dialogue context can be
taken into account by defining semantic confidence measures,
related to the understanding of an utterance, and by integrating
dialog expectations. The integration of dialogue manager expectations is proposed in [15]: a semantic parser processes sentences provided by an ASR decoder and the semantic content
of each hypothesis is matched with dialogue predictions and utterance type classification based on prosodic cues. Similarly, in
[6], the dialogue expectations are represented by clusters of dialogue prompts that are used as features, in conjunction with
acoustic and linguistic features, in a decision tree trained to assign confidence to a semantic interpretation.
For the issue of combining multiple knowledge sources at different levels, in [11], previous approaches to integrate semantic
and other ASR features are reviewed and it is noticed that in
most of the cases their integration into the decision process is
rather ad hoc. In the same paper, both word and concept level
confidence measures are considered. Concept hypotheses are associated with nonoverlapping word sequences and the concept

confidence is a function of word semantic confidence which in
turn may depend on features which can be extracted from the
entire sentence.
Most of the previous studies use concept confidence measures
for validation or rejection of a concept hypothesis according to
a threshold on the confidence value. However, utterance-level
confidence measures have also been explored, for example in
[15], [16], a global reliability is assigned to an interpretation.
Such a value can be used in a rejection strategy or for rescoring
a set of alternative interpretation hypotheses.
Compared to these previous studies, the strategy proposed in
this paper highlights the following key points.
• The confidence in a concept tag hypothesis is given according to two dimensions: confidence in the concept tag
and confidence in the words
supporting the concept. In
addition to confidence measures given at the concept level,
a limited set of reliability states is defined for character.
izing a whole utterance interpretation
• A different set of features is used for each dimension, involving semantic information through semantic classifiers,
linguistic and acoustic information and dialogue expectation.
• The various features are combined through classifiers but
multiple view points are considered: the consensus among
different decision processes defines a level of reliability for
a concept or an utterance interpretation.
• The reliability state of a hypothesis corresponds to a global
confidence measure. The kind of interpretation errors that
are expected in each state can also be predicted. The joint
utilization of the states with the alternative hypotheses of
leads to an error correction strategy that can reject
or add conceptual constituents to the best interpretation
obtained in the first stage of the SLU process.
IV. DECISION PROCESS FOR SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION
In order to assign a reliability state to an interpretation ,
some redundancies are introduced in the generation of concept
tag hypotheses. Redundancy models the fact that an interpretation of a sentence or a discourse is more reliable if different
experts using different knowledge and view points arrive at the
same conclusion. For this purpose, different types of classifiers
have been considered.
Combination of scores at different levels has been proposed,
for example, in [9] where different merging methods of several
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classification processes are compared. The approach proposed
here consists in finding an interpretation strategy that uses different groups of classifiers for performing sequences of decisions. The consensus among different decision processes is used
to define a reliability state in which a correctness probability is
evaluated.
Interpretation is performed by a decision process based on a
is
diagnostic tree. At a node of the tree, a decision unit
applied. The unit performs some computation, evaluates confidence measures or other types of features about the content of
, and outputs a decision represented by the truth of a predicate or its negation. This decision is taken according to the level
of agreement reached by different classification methods that are
run over the same set of features within the unit. A unit makes
also available to other units the relevant results of its computation. The diagnostic tree can be automatically trained or manually built (as for the experiments described in the following).
Each leaf of the tree corresponds to a reliability state. Decision
units are designed to maximize the separation between correct
and incorrect samples presented at their input and to provide a
good growth in coverage.
which
Two decision units are introduced in this section:
and a concept tag sequence
takes as input a word string
and checks the truth of a predicate called
;
which
and a set of ASR contakes a concept word string sequence
fidence measures as input and checks the truth of a predicate
. These predicates are defined as follows.
called
• Predicate
is true when all the tags detected in are
equally predicted by different semantic classifiers, with the
underlying assumption that the consensus between classifiers is correlated with the expectation for a tag of being
correct.
is true when the supports of all the tags
• Predicate
are expected to be correct according to several clasin
sification processes.
A development set is used in order to verify that these predicates are good indicators that the correctness probability of a
sequence of concept tags is high even if the evaluation of the
truth does not require an explicit computation of the correctness
probability.
A. Decision Unit
Several studies [17], [18] have shown that classification
methods, like support vector machines (SVMs) or boosting
algorithms (BOOST), can be an efficient way for hypothesizing
semantic entities from transcriptions. This approach has two
main advantages. First, the amount of human supervision is
limited as no keywords or grammars have to be defined in order
to characterize a concept. Second, classifiers are more robust
to the noise generated by ASR errors and spontaneous speech
effects because they rely on sufficient conditions. They may
be trained directly from ASR output and therefore model this
noise. In addition to two large-margin classifiers respectively
based on SVMs and boosting algorithm (BOOST), decision-tree
based classifiers (semantic classification trees SCT [3]) have
been found to be useful for concept tag hypothesis validation.
In this study, three text classification tools (SVM, BOOST, and
SCT), presented in detail in Section V-A, are used in order to
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give a binary decision on the occurrence of a concept tag in
a word string .
toThe three classifiers receive as their input the words of
gether with their POS. Because these tools are based on different
classification algorithms with different input formats (bag-ofwords or word-strings, for example), they do not always use the
same information in order to characterize a concept tag.
be the vocabulary of concept
Let
obtained by means of
tags. is a sequence of symbols in
be a vector with comFSMs as presented in Section II. Let
where
iff
and 0 otherwise.
ponents in
The order in which concept tags occur is not taken into account
in .
here but only the occurrence or not of each
For a given word string , each classification tool makes
binary decisions on the concept tags of
and produces a
vector
, similar to , where
iff the classifier
makes a positive decision for the occurrence of
in
and 0
otherwise. Three vectors are computed, one for each classifier:
,
, and
.
The decision unit
evaluates the truth of predicate in
the following way:

(1)
Notice that classifiers look at different features in . In general, they consider a broader context than the one used by the
FSMs for producing . Such a broader context may invalidate a
hypothesis generated by an FSM. Classifiers may also hypothesize correct concept tags which are not hypothesized by any
FSM because the way of generalizing observed examples is different.
B. Decision Unit
While
evaluates the reliability of a concept tag sequence
in a word string ,
validates the support
of . Each
is represented by a set of ASR conficoncept tag support
dence features presented in Section V-B.
Following the notion of consensus between classifiers pro, the same set of classifiers is used now in order to
posed in
into correct or incorrect classes according to
classify each
the reference labels. The training process of the three classifiers
on the development corpus is presented in Section V-B.
Each classifier provides a truth value for a correctness pred. Symbol
indicates the fact that classifier
icate
has labeled the support
as correct based on the confidence
.
features attached to
is defined as follows:
The predicate
(2)
For a concept tag sequence
, the decision unit
as follows:
of the predicate

with support
, evaluates the truth

(3)
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The diagnostic tree is built by sequentially introducing DUs
that maximize NCE for the applicable data in the development
set.
V. CONFIDENCE FEATURES
A. Semantic Classifiers for

Fig. 1. Interpretation strategy with decision units

DU

and

DU

.

C. Reliability States
The decision process takes as input a structured -best list
and starts by processing the top hypothesis with
.
The diagnostic tree implementing the decision process has
and
as nodes. The dataflow corresponding to this
process is shown in Fig. 1. This first implementation is quite
simple; more sophisticated strategies can be defined by considering not only full agreement among the decision processes as
and
but also partial agreements.
in
Four reliability states are defined, corresponding to the following expressions:

The probability that an interpretation is correct in a reliability
is evaluated with a development set together with
state
the percentage of examples (coverage) observed in this state.
has a coverage . To each state is asEach reliability state
estimated
sociated an interpretation error probability
with a development set. Let us assume, for example, that an
of an object Place is in reliability state
instance
, then its correctness probability is:
.
In this way, complex and, perhaps, rare instances of semantic
structures have a correctness probability which has been estimated on a limited number of reliability states.
The normalized cross entropy (NCE) measure as recommended by [9] is used for evaluating the performance of a chain
of DUs. This measure is based on the mutual information (cross
entropy) between the correctness of the concepts output by the
system and the confidence scores attached to them, normalized
by the maximum cross entropy. NCE is defined as follows:

(4)
with
, is
, is the total number of
the number of correct hypotheses
is the confidence score of the reliability
hypotheses , and
.
state attached to

Text classification tools may differ by the classification
method used and by the features chosen for representing textual
information (word, Part-Of-Speech tag, lemma, stemma, bag of
tokens, bag of -grams, utterance length, etc.). Because there
is no generic method that is proven to be the best in all the
cases, various classifiers and textual features are combined in
this study in order to assign a confidence measure to a sentence
interpretation.
The classifiers used in this study are now briefly described.
1) LIA_SCT [20] is a classifier based on the SCTs described in
[3] for the ATIS task. This classifier takes as input strings
of tokens (possibly descriptions at different levels of abstraction, like words and POS tags for example) and dynamically builds regular expressions that span strings of
various lengths.
2) BoosTexter [18] is a classifier based on a boosting method
of weak classifiers. The features chosen in our experiments
are 1-gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram words and POS tags.
3) SVM-Torch [21] is an SVM-based classifier where the input
data is a numerical feature vector. In our experiments, all
utterances are represented by a bag of token, each token
being a word or a POS tag.
Because these tools are based on different classification algorithms with different input formats, they do not always use
the same information in order to characterize a concept and
therefore they react differently to the noise that may affect the
ASR results. It is thus expected that agreement or disagreement
among classifiers is a useful confidence feature.
The corpus used to train these classifiers is made of user utterances (both manual and ASR transcriptions) where each utterance is labeled with its conceptual interpretation represented by
a sequence of concept tags. The classifiers are trained in order
to detect the occurrence of each concept tag in an utterance. For
the classifiers that accept multilabel samples, only one model
is trained with all the concept labels. For those that can handle
only one label for each sample, binary classifiers are trained
for the concept labels of the application targeted.
B. Confidence Classifiers for
The decision unit
evaluates the relevance of the word
supporting the concept tags with a set of confidence
strings
measures given at the concept or the utterance level. These measures are now introduced.
• AC, a descriptor of acoustic confidence [22], is attached to
.
each word string
• LC, a descriptor of linguistic confidence inspired by measures proposed in [23], is the ratio, for a given word string
candidate, between the number of trigrams observed in the
training corpus of the LM versus the total number of trigrams in the same word string. This measure is evaluated
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on the best word string
containing
and covering the
whole utterance.
• SC, a descriptor of semantic confidence, is the classifica.
tion scores given to by the three classifiers in
• R, the rank of the best hypothesis in the -best list
containing
, based on the likelihood computed by the
speech recognition module.
• DC, a descriptor of dialogue context confidence. The dialogue context is represented by the system prompt played
before each user’s turn. Each prompt is labeled with a tag
corresponding to the kind of message given to the user
). An a
(open prompt, confirmation, specific request,
priori distribution of all the concept tags for each prompt
label is obtained on the training corpus.
The three classifiers SVM, BOOST, and SCT are trained to
classify examples into correct or incorrect classes thanks to
these confidence features. A corpus of examples is built from
-best lists obtained on a development corpus of
a set of
found in these lists is
utterances. Each concept hypothesis
described by the confidence features introduced above and constitutes a training example for the classifiers. The tag correct or
incorrect is given according to the reference version of the development corpus.
During the decision process of an utterance, the support
of the concept tag sequence
is
as follows.
evaluated by
with
is attached the set
• To each tag support
of previously described features (AC, LC, R, DC).
• Three classification models (SVM, BOOST, and SCT) are
and output three classification scores
applied to each
for the class correct.
• Each score can be seen as a distance between the correct
and incorrect classes and a classification confidence score
is then calculated by applying a sigmoid function to this
distance.
• If this score is above a given threshold, the predicate
with
is asserted
to be true.
generates a result as presented in
• Finally,
Section IV-B.
The classification confidence scores given by the three classification models are also combined and used for a rejection
strategy. It will be shown in Section VI that this confidence
score is a very powerful feature for rejecting a concept tag hypothesized by the understanding module, if the confidence value
obtained is below a given threshold. By tuning this threshold,
one can efficiently adjust the recall/precision performance in the
concept tag detection of the decision process.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
Experiments were carried out on a dialogue corpus provided
by France Telecom R&D and collected for a tourism telephone
service. The task has a vocabulary of 2200 words and a vocabof 59 concept tags.
ulary
This corpus is divided into three sets: a training corpus
(TRAIN) containing 13 K utterances manually transcribed and
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labeled, a development corpus (DEV) made of 4 K utterances,
and a test corpus (TEST) containing 1.5 K utterances both
with the manual transcriptions and labeling as well as the
output by the SLU
corresponding structured -best lists
module. The amount of concept tags contained in the TRAIN,
DEV, and TEST corpora are, respectively, 27 K, 8 K, and 3 K
concept tags. The word error rates (WERs) on the development
in the
and test corpora, considering the word sequence
, are 25.8% and 27.0%, respectively.
lists
The FSMs representing the concept tags, as presented in
Section II, are trained with the TRAIN corpus. The classifiers
are trained on the manual transcription of the TRAIN
for
corpus as well as the automatic transcription (best word string
) of the DEV corpus. The automatic transcription is used
in order to introduce noise into the training process of the
classification models. Indeed, the first decision unit depends
on the agreement between the decision processes, not on the
individual performance of each classifier. By introducing ASR
errors in the training process, the classifiers have to use more
contextual information in order to model the concept tags as
the word supports of the tags can be incorrect. Therefore, the
classifiers implement different viewpoints compared to the
FSMs that focus only on the word support of the concept tags.
This assessment is evaluated in the following subsection. The
are all trained on the DEV corpus.
classifiers for
The results are given according to two measures.
• The Concept Error Rate (CER), which is similar to the
WER but at the concept level. A conceptual constituent
is considered correct only if both its concept tag and its
concept value are correct.
• The coverage (Cover), which indicates the percentage of
with reutterances accepted by a given decision unit
spect to the whole number of utterances in the corpus.

B. Evaluation of the Decision Units

and

The two decision units
and
, presented in
Sections IV-A and IV-B are considered in this experiment.
Table II reports results, in terms of generation of concept tag
, before and after each decision unit. These
hypotheses in
results indicate that the agreement rule among the classifiers
is a powerful semantic confidence measure as the CER is
clearly linked to the consensus situation reached. The diagnostic tree shown in Fig. 1 is used to define four reliability
states attached to each leaf node of this tree. The reliability
is estimated on the DEV corpus and
of each state
they can be sorted according to their correctness probability
.
These correctness probabilities can be used as confidence
scores in order to estimate the NCE value of a given strategy (or
a given diagnostic tree). Indeed, the NCE values displayed in
Table II validate the diagnostic tree proposed: the highest value
by using the four states
. In
(0.27) is obtained for
should be preferred
a two-states strategy, the decision unit
to
. As already mentioned, more elaborate strategies with
partial agreement among the classifiers can be considered, using
the NCE measure as an optimization criterion.
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TABLE II
INTERPRETATION ERROR RATES ON THE TEST CORPUS FOR 0 WITH DECISION UNITS DU AND DU2. THE RELIABILITY STATES RS ARE INDICATED AS
WELL AS THE NORMALIZED CROSS ENTROPY (NCE) OBTAINED BY USING THE CONFIDENCE MEASURE ATTACHED TO EACH RS AT THE CONCEPT LEVEL

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF THE DECISION UNITS DU AND DU ACCORDING
TO THE NUMBER OF CLASSIFIER INVOLVED

The text classifiers used in
are trained on the ASR output
of the development corpus leading to a CER of 11.4 for a coverage of 74.6%. If all the decision processes (FSMs and classifiers) were learned only on the reference transcriptions, a CER
value of 13.8 would be achieved with a coverage of 83%. As
expected, when they are trained on clean data, the classifiers are
likely to focus more on the supports of the concept tags rather
than on their contexts of occurrence. Therefore, the agreement
among the decision processes is 10% higher with the training on
manual transcriptions but the CER is significantly worse (from
11.4 to 13.8). Since it is the identification of the most reliable
hypotheses that is the goal of each decision unit, it is the training
with ASR output that is chosen in the strategy presented here.
The gain obtained by using three different classification
and
is illustrated in Table III. The order
methods in
in which the classifiers are used is not relevant. As it is shown,
each classifier added leads to a decrease in the error rates. However, the gain obtained by adding the third classifier is rather
small, justifying the use of no more than three classification
methods.
VII. ERROR CORRECTION AND REJECTION STRATEGY
The four reliability states can be interpreted as follows.
contains reliable interpretations, with a low CER, the
•
remaining errors being concepts not detected by either the
FSMs or the text classifiers, and therefore very likely to be
deletion errors.
contains interpretations validated by
but not
•
; therefore, if the concept tags are likely to be correct, some of their values might be erroneous, leading to
substitution errors.
, there is no total agreement on the concept tag se• In
quence obtained with the FSMs as one or more classifiers
have hypothesized different concept tags from those occurring in ; however, because all the supports of the conare validated by
, it is very likely that
cepts of
deletion errors are predominant.

TABLE IV
ERROR DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO THE RELIABILITY
STATE RS AND THE CORPUS (DEV OR TEST)

TABLE V
AVERAGE Oracle CER IN THE LISTS OF HYPOTHESES ATTACHED TO EACH
UTTERANCE WITH THE AVERAGE MINIMUM NUMBER OF HYPOTHESIS (n)
THAT HAS TO BE KEPT TO REACH THIS CER IN BOTH THE STANDARD
AND THE STRUCTURED n-BEST LISTS OF HYPOTHESES

• In
, there is no agreement found in
or
, this
state has the highest CER with all types of errors (deletion,
insertion, substitution).
Table IV summarizes the distribution of the understanding errors according to the reliability states on the DEV and TEST
corpora. As one can see, the hypotheses made about the main
source of errors of each state RS are very well validated on the
DEV corpus (on which the classifiers have been trained), and
in a smaller proportion on the TEST corpus. The goal of the
error correction and rejection strategy is to take advantage of
this knowledge in order to either look for a possible correction
in the structured -best lists
or reject some conof
or even reject the interpretation of the whole
cepts
utterance. Furthermore, the way a possible correction is looked
can be made dependent on the RS state associated
for in
.
to
For evaluating the potential of the error correction process,
it is interesting to estimate the lower bound of CER that can
be found in the -best lists of hypotheses. This lower bound
is called the Oracle CER. It can be obtained from a list of hypotheses by selecting the one with the lowest CER according to
the reference. The Oracle CER measures are given in Table V
according to each reliability state
, for two kinds of
list of hypotheses: the standard -best lists output by the ASR
lists. As we can see, the
lists
module and the
outperform significantly the standard -best lists: by keeping
the top five hypotheses, the Oracle CER is reached for the four
states. It is interesting to point out that the Oracle CER is well
correlated with the reliability states: from about 3% in the high
up to 18% for the low reliability state
.
reliability state
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A. Error Correction Strategy
The error correction strategy is dependent on the reliability
state, and is made of the following steps.
: Because interpretation hypotheses
1) Reliability state
are very reliable in this state, no correction is applied to
. The additional concepts that can be found in the other
are also sent to the dialogue manager,
hypotheses of
for possible insertion in , and on which confirmation
by the user is needed. By adding these concepts the recall
measure on the concept extraction of this state increases
from 94.7% to 96.5%.
: The major source of errors of this
2) Reliability state
state being substitution errors, the alternative values to the
found in
are also sent to the diconcepts of
alogue manager. The dialogue context can then be used
to filter these lists of values. The recall measure increases
from 76.7% to 82.7% by adding these concept values.
: This state is very likely to contain a
3) Reliability state
lot of deletion errors. In order to correct some of them, linguistic inconsistencies have been found using an explanation-based learning approach. Examples of inconsistencies
were searched for in the development set. Each example
was manually generalized to derive a pattern for detecting
inconsistency and a corresponding pattern to represent the
and
correction. If an inconsistency pattern is found in
,
the corresponding correction pattern is found in
then correction is applied. For example, the following patterns have been considered for correcting deletions in
due to an ASR problem on begin and end point detection:
missing verb at the beginning of an utterance and addition
of a concept with value at the end of an utterance. These
types of corrections were applied to the test samples in this
state and on the 45 utterances with deletion errors found,
12 of them have been corrected by these rules.
: For the hypotheses falling in this low
4) Reliability state
reliability state, the decision-tree based error correction
strategy presented in [24] is applied. This strategy trains
a decision tree on the development corpus to accept or refound in
, thanks to the set
ject a correction of
of confidence features used in the decision unit
. This
decreases the CER from 30.8 to
strategy applied to
28.9 on the TEST corpus. Because of the low reliability of
the hypotheses attached to this state, a rejection rule can
also be applied, leading the dialogue manager to ask for a
repetition. By applying a threshold on the confidence score
produced by merging the three classification scores in the
, some utterances can be discarded. As
decision unit
an example, by discarding 40% of the utterances of
,
the CER drops from 30.8 to 24.4 and by keeping only 30%
of them, the CER reaches 20.5%.
B. Concept Rejection Strategy
By using a threshold on the confidence score estimated in the
, as presented in Section V-B, one can reject
decision unit
the concepts having a score below this threshold. This rejection
strategy is compared to a baseline strategy based on the acoustic
confidence scores only. The results are presented in Fig. 2 with

FA

CA

Fig. 2. False Acceptance (
) versus Correct Acceptance (
) curves for
two confidence measures, one based on the acoustic confidence (ACC) and one
based on the classifier scores obtained in the decision unit DU , for the four
.
reliability states RS

the False Acceptance
versus Correct Acceptance
curves for the four reliability states on the TEST corpus. These
measures are defined as follows:
# of falsely accepted concepts
Total # of negative examples
# of correctly accepted concepts
Total # of positive examples
The strategy using the
score significantly outperforms
operating point, 95% of the
the baseline strategy. At a 5%
correct concepts of
are kept (and this state contains nearly
, and about 50% for
60% of the utterances), 60% for
and
. This measure can be used by the dialogue manager
for identifying, in a given interpretation, the concepts that are
almost certain from those that should be confirmed by the user
in the next dialogue turn.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A sequential interpretation strategy has been proposed based
on a tree of decision units. Strategy design follows the conjec-
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ture that the word hypotheses about a spoken sentence have
to be interpreted with different types of semantic knowledge.
Consensus about an interpretation formulated from the different
points of view of the different semantic knowledge sources results in a high probability that the interpretation is correct. Different knowledge sources are obtained with different automatically trained classifiers and FSMs. Classifiers use features which
are words, POS tags, degrees of confidence, and agreement.
There may be a classifier for each conceptual constituent which
is trained to discriminate between a given concept and all the
others, including the empty one. Some classifiers are also used
in conjunction with inference procedures for performing error
correction of the first candidate in the structured -best list.
With the proposed strategy, the probability that an interpretation is correct does not necessarily rely on the frequency of
observation of words expressing a concept, but on the discriminative power of features which are selected during classifier
training with a rather small development set.
The sequential interpretation strategy identifies reliability
states with associated probabilities of correct interpretation. Experimental evidence has shown that the correctness probability
is very high for certain states, suggesting situations in which
the dialogue manager may not need to ask for a confirmation.
In other states, the interpretation hypotheses are unreliable and
improvements can be obtained by error correction. A method
for validating each concept hypothesis has been presented. It
is shown that a strategy using a score derived from the combination of three classifiers significantly outperforms a strategy
merely based on acoustic confidence. The proposed approach is
particularly interesting when applications have to be developed
with a training corpus of moderate size.
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